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#InstaAwesome 
The Keys To Success on Instagram 
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People – The human side of HCL,  
including staff, patrons  
and volunteers 
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Places and Spaces – Artful 
photos of spaces or unique 
building features  
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Local Take and Participation –  
How the HCL branches participate in 
local and global #hashtag events  
and initiatives 
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Events and Programs – Especially 
photos depicting audience 
engagement. Limit to one Instagram 
post per event. 
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Resources and Services – 
Examples of what the library 
offers in person and online 
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Behind the Scenes – the secret 
spaces of HCL. 
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Contests and Questions –  
Planned, system-wide or social 
media events developed to increase 
patron engagement  
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Reposts (Instagram posts by 
patrons)– A great way to find 
action shots and shots of kids.  
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Images to Avoid –  
• Non-library events or things outside  
the library 
• Book displays, Bulletin boards, Posters 
• Text-only, non-images 
• HCL Friends only events and programs 
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Did you do the Instagram post today? 
Great image of the six word memoir. Can 
you add to the caption?  I think people 
would really like to hear the story behind 
this photo. Is this a display at the library? 
Can others come to write their own? Was 
this found in a book? Let me know if you 
want any help. I did edit the caption to 
include your library’s hashtag.  
Thanks for doing Instagram! 
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Tools- Instagram 
AFTER 
BEFORE 
Tools- Hipstamatic 
BEFORE 
AFTER AFTER 
Tools- PicTapGo 
BEFORE 
AFTER 
AFTER 
Tools- Layout and Other Collage Apps 
Tools- VSCO 
AFTER 
BEFORE 
Tools- VSCO & Over 
AFTER 
BEFORE 
Tools- VSCO & Big Lens 
AFTER 
BEFORE 
Tools- Snapseed 
BEFORE AFTER 
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#Questions? 
 
Becky Rech 
brech@hclib.org 
Twitter:  @shereads 
 
 
Heather Wambach 
hwambach@hclib.org 
Twitter: @hevwam 
 
 
